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1. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION 
In this paper we will prove that an operator on the disc algebra is not weakly 
compact if and only if it is an isomorphism on a suitable subspace isomorphic 
to c, , Before giving precise results we need some notation. If  E is a Banach 
space (all Banach spaces are assumed to be infinite dimensional), then a 
sequence e, E E is called a basic sequence if there is a constant K such that 
for all 7t < m and all complex numbers a, ,.. ., a, : 
A basic sequence e, is equivalent to the usual basis in cs (the Banach space 
of all sequences of complex numbers tending to zero) if 36, K positive numbers 
such that for all n and all complex numbers a, ,..., a, ; 
For more information on bases we refer to Singer’s book [lo]. A Banach 
space E is said to have the Dunford-Pettis property (D.P. for short) if e, + 0 
weakly (i.e. a(E, E*)) and e,* + 0 weakly (i.e. u(E*, E**)) implies 
e,*(e,) + 0. It is said to have the inverse Dunford-Pettis property (R.D.P.) 
if e,* is relatively weakly compact (i.e. a(E*, E**)) when e,*(e,) --+ 0 for all 
e, -+ 0 weakly. E has property (P) if e,* is relatively weakly compact when 
e,*(e,) --+ 0 for all e, equivalent to the usual basis in cs . 
Clearly (P) implies (R.D.P.). A. Grothendieck [5] proved that Banach 
spaces of type C(K) (= continuous complex valued functions on a compact 
space K) satisfy (D.P.) and (R.D.P.). In fact he already proved that they 
satisfy (P). The property (P) is also related to the strictly singular maps as 
observed by Pelczynski [7][8]. 
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The following notations will be used. The set of complex numbers 
{Z 1 z 1 < l> is denoted by D. The Banach algebra of all functions con- 
tinuous on B, holomorphic on D is denoted by A. The unit circle T is the set 
(Z 1 / z j = 11. The closure of A in Ll(m), where m is the normalized 
Lebesgue measure on T, is the usual Hardy space Hr. The set 
[fEH’/ Jfdm = Of 
is denoted by HO’. The classic F. and M. Riesz theorem states that the anni- 
hilator of A in the set of all measures on T is precisely H,‘. Consequently the 
dual A* of A is B ~Ll(rn)~H~l where B is the band of measures singular to 
the Lebesgue measure m. If h E A* then there is a unique decomposition 
h = p + 4 where p E B and d, E Ll(m)/H,l, also II h II = II P II + II d Il. Recently 
interesting results were obtained for the linear structure of A. For instance 
A. Pelczynski proved that A does not have a locally unconditional structure, 
see E93 and its references. Chaumat [I] characterized the relatively weakly 
compact sets in L1/Hol and proved that this space has the D.P. property, 
consequently A also has the D.P. property, see [Z] and also [3] for a generaliza- 
tion of this theorem and a different approach. In this paper we prove that A 
has property (P), a property which seems to be on the opposite side of A. 
Pelczynski’s result on the local structure. The proof of this result will use the 
factorization of elements into inner and outer functions as weil as the regularity 
of the harmonic conjugate of C1 functions. If #: T -+ Iw, is a Cr function which 
is never zero then 
denotes the outer function of absolute value 4. Note that FE A. For more 
details on this matter we refer to Hoffman [6]. 
2. THE MAIN RESULTS 
Before characterizing weakly compact sets of L1/HO* we first give some 
elementary properties concerning (P). 
LEMMA. I' E is a Ba?zaeh space contain& a subspace ~sorno~ph~ to c, 
then e,* E E* is a bounded sequence if e,,*(g,) -+ 0 whenever g, is equivalent 
to the usual basis of c,, . 
Proof- Suppose that e, is a sequence in E equivalent to the usual basis 
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of cg . By definition there are K, 6 strictly positive numbers such that for all 
a1 ,--., a, complex numbers 
If F denotes the Banach space spanned by e, then every element e EF can 
be represented as: 
CD 
e = C anen where sup I ak I < 6-l II e II. 
?L=l ICk 
I f  we define fn*: F -+ @ by fn*(e) = a, we obtain that II fn* I/ < 6-l. By the 
Hahn-Banach theorem we may assume that the fn* are already extended to 
elements of E*. 
Suppose now that e,* is an unbounded sequence in E* satisfying the 
hypothesis of the lemma. By eventually selecting a subsequence we can 
assume that there is a sequence of elements g, in E such that II g, (1 < n+ and 
I e,*(g,)i > n. By the hypothesis e,*(e,) -+ 0 and hence there is n/l such 
that / e,*(e,)/ < M for all n. Take E > 0 such that xE==, +r2 ,( 4 and define 
h, = e, + E.gn . By the stability Theorem 10.1 p. 93 of [lo] we have that 
h, is equivalent to the sequence e, and hence to the usual basis of c,, . By the 
hypothesis en*(&) + 0 but this contradicts the inequality 
I e,*(h)1 3 I en*(%)l - 1 e,*(e,)l 3 c.n - M. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA. The Banach algebra A contains a subspace isomorphic to cO . 
Proof. Let 0, be a sequence of mutually disjoint nonempty open subsets 
of T. For all n let z, E O,m and define f&z) = (z f  xn)/2zn. Clearly fn peaks 
at z, , i.e., fn(zn) = 1 while 1 fn(x)i < 1 for z # z, . Choose s, sufficiently 
large to obtain that h, = f2 is less than 4-” on One. The sequence h, is equiv- 
alent to the usual basis of c, . More precisely 
Let a, ,..., a, E C and I ak, I = mq~k~a I ak I then 
Hence III: %h,// > $ maXlCkCsa I ak 1. 
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To prove the inequality on the right, observe that if z E T then z is in at 
most one of the sets 0, and hence 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM. If & is a sequence of elements o~~l(~)~~~l, then #% is ~e~ff~~ve~ 
weakty compact if and only if (bn(gn) --t 0 whenever g, E A and g, is a sequence 
equivalent to the usual basis of c, . 
Proof. By the Dunford-Pettis property of A we have that &$z,J -+ 0 as 
soon as #% is relatively weakly compact and x, -+ 0 weakly. The converse is 
less obvious. By the preceding lemmas we can assume that the sequence & 
is bounded, so let us say II& 11 <. 1 for all n. 
By [l] we have to prove that &(g,) --+ 0 for sequences g, satisfying 
(1) g,EA, 
(2) II&II < 1, 
(3) limnem Jlgnldm =O. 
Assume on the contrary that / all > E > 0 for such a sequence. We will 
modify g, in such a way that a basic sequence equivalent to the usual basis 
of c, is obtained. For Y < 1 let gnsl(x) = g,(rei2). Choosing 7, close enough 
to 1 we may assume that 
(9 I dn(gn,~,)l > 5 
(ii) g,,, does not have a zero on T, 
(iii) I g,,,n 1 is Cl on T. 
Since 11 grt,?- Ill < ]j gpz l/i we obtain s I g,., I dm ---)r 0. In the sequel we will 
write gn instead of g,,, . Let now q, > 0 be a strictly decreasing sequence 
such that Cz_, T,)~ < E/XL 
Choosing once more a subsequence we may suppose that 
(1) $ J j g, 1 dm < 2-(“+i), 
(2) & s I g, 11’2 dm - 0. 
If v, = =@ I I g&41 > ~1 then m(v,J < 
U, = lJ*>* V, we obtain m(U,) < 2-” and 
all x outside U,, , i.e. outside an open set EJ% . 
I g, 1 < 2-I*+‘). Putting 
< rlpn for all m 2 n and 
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The first modification is done to obtain a similar inequality but outside a 
suitable compact set. We need the following property: 
(*) Vn, V/s > 0, 3L, compact in U, , 3N such that if 1 3 N then there is h, 
such that 
(1) 14 j = /a I on uric, 
(2) I 4 I G I gL I on T, 
(3) I 4 i < qz-l on -Lc, 
(4) I +z(h - gdl -=c 6. 
Suppose that (*) does not hold and n and 6 are the contradicting elements. 
Dropping eventually the first terms we may assume that CT=, vl < 6/9. 
With each g, we associate its outer function G, E A. This function is defined 
by: 
+lr log I &V + 0 - log I g,v - 4 G(e) = I gde)l exp [-&- S, 2 tg t/2 
& 1 
(There are no convergence problems since log 1 g, I is Cl). From [6] p. 69 
follows that g, = I, * G, where I, is a finite Blaschke product (given by the 
zeros of gr on D). Now let K, be a sequence of compact sets in U,, such that 
Km C &n+, and &A Km = U, . By induction we will construct a sequence 
of functions. We only give the start of this construction and a sketch of how 
to continue it. Let rzr = 1 and fix n, . For all I let &,,z be a strictly positive Cl 
function such that 
(1) I gt I = vhz on Km-1 u uric, 
(2) I gt I > hz on T, 
(3) hz < w1 on Kmc, 
(4) hz 2 min (6 w1 I g, I15 6 7h 1 gt I). 
Although the construction of such perturbations is not difficult (using the 
linear structure of T and well-known “scissors and glue” methods) it is very 
tedious and so we omit it. I f  
f&W = ~mv) exp [& J-, +n log km + t) - log 4,v - t) dt 2 tg t/2 I 
then limm+,=, &I(B) = G,(e) uniformly in B E Km, and 1. The only thing to 
be proved is that 
1 
exp 25-i --x l--S += log +,z(e + t) - log +,ye - t) dtj 2 tg t/2 
1 
-+ exp 2n-i [-I 
+? log I G@ + q - log I Gl(8 - t)l & 
--77 2 tg t/2 I 
uniformly in 8 and 1. 
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But this is the same as 
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Gz(e + 4 We - 9 
1 ~ 
s 
+n log hn”(e 4 4 - log bnv - t) dt+ 0 I I I 
27n --n 2 tg t/2 
First observe that for m > n, + 2 we have that 1 G, 1 = y&l on .the set 
B nl+l and hence 301 > 0 such that the integrand is zero for all 8 E K”, and all 
ItI <a. When 1 t / > 01 we have that 1 tg t/2 1-l is bounded by a positive 
number M. Also m{x [ (Clmz(x) # / G,(x) I} < m( U,\K,-,) and so #mz - I Gz I in 
measure, uniformly in 8 E Kn, and 1. We now prove that the set 
is equally integrable. Indeed 
I Il>l,m>n,+2 1 
and since l/qz-r J / gz I r/2 dm + 0 the functions on the right are equally 
integrable, hence also the functions on the left. Since the functions 
I and log I I 
have the same probability distribution as log ( Gl(t#,bmz(t)l we obtain that 
t I log #$;;;) - log I I 
Gz(O - 4 
*,v - t) I 
; l>l, eEKnl, m>n,+2 
I 
is equally integrable. 
Now let 
log 4:i;e=‘i, - log 
I I I 
GZV - t) 
Y4n.z.ew = 
I 
2 tg t/2 
bae - t) . 
Clearly 
1 +,,,,,(t)l < M. log 
I I 
G’(B + t, 1 - log ( Gz(e - ‘) I( , 
+,v + 0 IGnLz(e - t) 
and hence these functions form an equally integrable set. Let now /3 > 0 and 
let p be so large that 
48 I/45/2-3 
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Let also m be so large that the Lebesgue measure of (U,\K,-,) is smaller 
than p/3p. Then 
This proves that limm-tao ~up~>i,~~~ 1 HWz(t9) - Gz(6)j = 0 and hence we also 
have limmirm SUPZX,W 1 hmz(B) 2 gz(B)j = 0 where h,l = I, * H,I. 
Now let m, be so la$ that Vm 2 ml 1 kmz(0) - gz(d)l < q., on K,&, . If (*) 
does not hold then 3 tr such that / &(hkl - gl,)/ > 6. On lJnc we have 
I%,-&I ~22rlz,a%- Let now ~a be large enough such that the 
following is true: &-, 3 Km, and 1 ktil - g,r [ < 3~ on K’&, . Repeating this 
construction with Kn, instead of Kn, and so on will give a sequence of 
functionsft = A$“, - gzt E A and compact sets Kn, in U, such that 
(1) 1.h I B 271, on unC 
(2) lft I G rltonKt 
(3) ix I I fx4l a 37d c KL,,l 
(4) I fi6z,(fJl 3 6. 
The sequence ft is equivalent to the usual basis of c, . Let a, ,*.., uN be complex 
number and let k be such that / uk: I = max,cMN 1 Qj I. There is x E T such 
that IfJx)I 2 s/2. Otherwise I/ ft II < S/2 and this contradicts the inequality 
1 ~$~,(f~)l 3 S. Since S/2 > 37i we have that Ifk(x)/ < 3~) for all k’ < k, 
and for all k’ > k the functions fg satisfy jj&x)j < 7%’ & 37,~ . So 
proving that il Cy=, ujfi II 2 S/6 maxrgisN 1 aj 1. To prove the opposite 
inequalitz let x be an arbitra:y element of T. If for all k we have 1 j@(x) I < 3~ 
then I CM ~dd4l < (3 &I rlj) rnaxlGfGN 1 g, I. If there is a k such that 
ifk(x)I >, 377, let k, be the first one. By the selection of k, we have jf&~)l < 3qk 
for all k < k, while for all k > k. we obtain by inequality 3) that 1 fk(x)I < 
qk < 3~~ . All together this implies 
This implies that fk is equivalent to the usual basis of c, and hence inequality 
(4) contradicts the hypothesis of the theorem. The proof of (*) is complete 
now. 
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For U, let L, be the compact set and NI. 3 2 so that (*> holds for 6 = e/4 
and the sequence (hml)m;aN1 . Clearly l j h,l] -+ 0 and so we can apply (*) 
to the sequence h ,I, the open set Us and 6 = ~14~. This defines (hms)2)na>Ne . 
Remark that f h,s 1 < j h,l/ < /g, 1 for nt > Ns . Clearly 1 &&final)/ >, 
I #?&m)l - I Arka - &Jt a e - E/4 z e/2 
By induction we define (j4mlc)m>Nk and we obtain j $k(h~*.)l >, e/2. Define now 
I&=&f--? -* - A L, . Outside lir, we have for all j > k ] /rhi,l(x)] < j !z:~(x)/ < 
~~,-i < r]k proving that lim$,, hkz(x) = 0 uniformly for points outside && . 
Now let K = fikm_i & , then m(R) = 0 and hence K is a peak set [4], 
Let p E A be such that p(x) = 1 if x E K and /p(x)] < 1 if x Ff K. By con- 
tinuity of each ShNR for the L1 norm taken on the unit ball of A, there is si 
such that 
Put e, = (1 -p”l) h$, . Let Ml = (x 1 1 Q(X)/ 3 qJ. ML does not meet K 
and hence there is k, such that Vk > k, the intersection KI, n ML = +. 
Let s2 be so large that 1 &Je2)l > e/4 where e, = (1 - pea) hi;% . Continuing 
in this way we find a sequence e, such that 
(1) I h+,.Wl 2 r/4, 
(2) if 1 et(x)\ > Q then s # t implies 1 e,(x)l =$ 29, . 
e, is equivalent to the usual base of c, but then this is a contradiction between 
(1) and the hypothesis on the sequence 4% . This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
We now prove a similar theorem for A*. 
THEOREM. If X, E A* is a sequence such that Xn(fn) -+ 0 for allf, equivalent 
with tke usual basis of c, then h, is relatively weakly compact. 
Proof. X, = pla + & and we may suppose that for any natural number tz: 
II 46 II = II /J% II + II A II G f. 
(1) Suppose that CL,, is not relatively weakly compact, then by [5] there 
is a sequence of mutually disjoint nonempty open sets 0, such that 
I cLat)t > fz > 0 ( eventually we take a subsequence). 
All pn are singular with respect to Lebesgue measure and hence there is a 
Bore1 set E such that m(E) = 0 and 1 pn &EC) = 0 for all n. It follows that 
j ~~(0~ A Efl > E. But then there is rCr, compact, Kn C 0, n E such that 
&K,) > E. Since m(K,) = 0 there is a function p, that peaks on K,, . 
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Since lim,,, j-p,: +?a = in we have that there is s, such that 
/ fp$ dp, 1 > E; 1 p> j < •18~ outside 0, and 1 $,( p$)[ < e/2. By the same 
calculations as done in the second lemma we see that p$ is equivalent to the 
usual basis of co. But I(P, 4 #& P>)l >, I pn( p$)l - 1 &( p$}l > ~‘2 and 
this contradicts the hypothesis. 
(2) We now assume that pn is relatively weakly compact. In this case 
pa(g,) + 0 for all g, equivalent to the usual basis in ca (This is the Dunford- 
Pettis property for C(T)). But then 4, satisfies the same property and hence & 
is relatively weakly compact by the preceding theorem. This proves that also 
X, is relatively weakly compact. 
3. APPLICATIONS TO OPERATORS ON A 
DEFINITION. An operator T: E -+F between two Banach spaces is called 
strictly singular if for all infinite dimensional subspaces G C E, T is not an 
isomorphism on G. 
THEOREM. Tke~o~lo~.~ are equivatentfor an operator T: A ---f E: 
(1) T: A -+ E is not weakly compact 
(2) There is a subspace G C A, G isomorphic to c, , on which T is an 
~so~ph~srn. 
(3) T is not strictly singular. 
Proof. (1) * (2) Indeed if T: A + E is not weakly compact then 3e,* E E*; 
// e,* // < 1 such that T*e,* is not relatively weakly compact. But then there 
is g, E A, equivalent to the usual c, basis, such that j T*e%*(g,J] > E > 0 
(eventually by taking a subsequence). This implies that [ e,*(Tg,)] > E and 
so T: G’ + E, where G’ equals the closed linear span of {g, 1 n 3 1}, is not 
weakly compact. Using a classical result on operators on c, there is a subspace 
G C G’, G isomorphic to co , on which T is an isomorphism. See [Xl. 
(2) + (1) If  2’ is an isomorphism on a c, subspace of A then of course 
T is not weakly compact. 
(2) + (3) trivial. 
(3) + (1) Suppose that G C A and T: G ---f E is an isomorphism. 
Suppose also that T is weakly compact. The system G -4 A -+T E gives by 
transposing E* -+T* A* -4* G*. S ince T 0 i is an isomorphism i*T* is onto 
by the Hahn-Banach theorem. Since T is weakly compact, T* is also weakly 
compact and hence i* T* is weakly compact, hence G* is reflexive and so is G. 
Since T is weakly compact it maps weakly compact sets onto strongly compact 
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sets by the Dunford-Pettis property. It follows that the image of the unit ball 
of G is strongly compact. Since T was an isomorphism this implies that G is 
finite dimensional. 
COROLLARY. Let E be a Banach space; then every operator T: A + E is 
weakly compact if and only if E does not contain a subspace isomorphic to c,, . 
Proof. I f  E does not contain a subspace isomorphic to c,, then by the 
theorem every operator T: A + E is weakly compact. Conversely if E 
contains a subspace F isomorphic to c,, then we define a nonweakly compact 
operator as follows. A contains a subspace G isomorphic to c,, . Of course G is 
complemented in A. Projection onto G followed by an isomorphism between 
G and F defines a nonweakly compact operator. 
COROLLARY. Every complemented subspace of A contains a subspace iso- 
morphic to c,, and has property P. 
Proof. Only observe that a projection cannot be weakly compact since a 
Dunford-Pettis space cannot have reflexive factors. 
DEFINITION. A sequence e, in a Banach space E is called W.U.C. (weakly 
unconditionally converging) if for all (t,J E cc C &en converges in E (see [8]). 
A sequence e, is said to converge unconditionally (u.c.) if C e, converges 
unconditionally. An operator T: E + F is said to be unconditionally con- 
verging if it maps W.U.C. sequences into U.C. sequences. 
COROLLARY. An operator T: A + E is unconditionally converging if and 
only if T is weakly compact. 
Proof. This follows immediately from property (P) and the results of [8]. 
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